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Lioness [chart]. 2001
the lioness tale inspired by ancient storytelling
traditions addresses the problems of living under
conditions that are hostile or indifferent to the
inner life how easy it is to identify with the
lioness of this tale we know what it is to long
for the intimacy of a caring voice to be embraced
by someone who believes that our happiness and our
humanness are important in this work of visionary
fiction there are lessons that will change your
life just as the author has dared much in the
telling you must dare much in the reading you ll
share the grief of the lioness loss both of love
and her own freedom but the reward you ll share is
renewed inner strength and a sense of
vulnerability by which you will get back your own
life and celebrate it hal zina bennett ph d
lecturer consultant and author

The Lioness Tale 2005-06
a fifteen year old girl lost her father and now
lives with her new stepfather and mum she
overhears her stepfather s evil plans for her and
runs away she runs into a world of people she had
no idea existed she is discovered to be the fated
mate of identical quintuplets not only is their
father the king of this world but he also knows
her to be a threat a threat he has to remove if he
wants to keep his crown she runs from one prison
into another she never could have imagine existed
will she find a way free or will she fall deeper
into bondage



The Lioness Queen 2022-06-20
a palestinian activist jailed at sixteen after a
confrontation with israeli soldiers illuminates
the daily struggles of life under occupation in
this moving deeply personal memoir i cannot even
begin to convey the clarity the intensity the
power the photographic storytelling of they called
me a lioness ibram x kendi internationally
bestselling author of how to be an antiracist one
of the best books of the year kirkus reviews what
would you do if you grew up seeing your home
repeatedly raided your parents arrested your
mother shot your uncle killed try for just a
moment to imagine that this was your life how
would you want the world to react ahed tamimi is a
world renowned palestinian activist born and
raised in the small west bank village of nabi
saleh which became a center of the resistance to
israeli occupation when an illegal jewish only
settlement blocked off its community spring tamimi
came of age participating in nonviolent
demonstrations against this action and the
occupation at large her global renown reached an
apex in december 2017 when at sixteen years old
she was filmed slapping an israeli soldier who
refused to leave her front yard the video went
viral and tamimi was arrested but this is not just
a story of activism or imprisonment it is the
human scale story of an occupation that has
riveted the world and shaped global politics from
a girl who grew up in the middle of it tamimi s
father was born in 1967 the year that israel began
its occupation of the west bank and he grew up



immersed in the resistance movement one of tamimi
s earliest memories is visiting him in prison
poking her toddler fingers through the fence to
touch his hand she herself would spend her
seventeenth birthday behind bars living through
this greatest test and heightened attacks on her
village tamimi felt her resolve only deepen in
tension with her attempts to live the normal life
of a daughter sibling friend and student an
essential addition to an important conversation
they called me a lioness shows us what is at stake
in this struggle and offers a fresh vision for
resistance with their unflinching riveting
storytelling ahed tamimi and dena takruri shine a
light on the humanity not just in occupied
palestine but also in the unsung lives of people
struggling for freedom around the world

They Called Me a Lioness
2022-09-06
the definitive biography of the iron willed leader
chain smoking political operative and tea and cake
serving grandmother who became the fourth prime
minister of israel golda meir was a world figure
unlike any other born in tsarist russia in 1898
she immigrated to america in 1906 and grew up in
milwaukee where from her earliest years she
displayed the political consciousness and
organizational skills that would eventually
catapult her into the inner circles of israel s
founding generation moving to mandatory palestine
in 1921 with her husband the passionate socialist



joined a kibbutz but soon left and was hired at a
public works office by the man who would become
the great love of her life a series of public
service jobs brought her to the attention of david
ben gurion and her political career took off fund
raising in america in 1948 secretly meeting in
amman with king abdullah right before israel s
declaration of independence mobbed by thousands of
jews in a moscow synagogue in 1948 as israel s
first representative to the ussr serving as
minister of labor and foreign minister in the
1950s and 1960s golda brought fiery oratory
plainspoken appeals and shrewd deal making to the
cause to which she had dedicated her life the
welfare and security of the state of israel and
its inhabitants as prime minister golda negotiated
arms agreements with richard nixon and henry
kissinger and had dozens of clandestine meetings
with jordan s king hussein in the unsuccessful
pursuit of a land for peace agreement with israel
s neighbors but her time in office ended in
tragedy when israel was caught off guard by egypt
and syria s surprise attack on yom kippur in 1973
analyzing newly available documents from israeli
government archives francine klagsbrun looks into
whether golda could have prevented that war and
whether in its darkest days she contemplated using
nuclear force resigning in the war s aftermath she
spent her final years keeping a hand in national
affairs and bemusedly enjoying international
acclaim klagsbrun s superbly researched and
masterly recounted story of israel s founding
mother gives us a golda for the ages



Lioness 2017-10-17
love family triumph torn between two cultures
australian and lebanese silvana ghoussain defied
the odds to make a stance to show that chasing
your dreams means taking risks sometimes at great
cost this is a true account of one woman s
determination to conquer a male dominated world to
discover her strength and voice silvana ghoussain
must beat the odds to achieve her goals as a
bodybuilder entrepreneur on sydney s king street
newtown and a boxing coach when few women dared to
enter the sport of boxing not even a controlling
father a dangerous boyfriend and jeopardised
health can stop her silvana s determination and
strength transform her from victim to victor in
the story of her life lioness my fighting spirit
about the author silvana ghoussain is a mother
bodybuilder and entrepreneur she has traveled
extensively and currently resides in sydney nsw
with her family lioness my fighting spirit is her
first book

Lioness 2022-10-18
the most exciting novel i ve read in ages i gulped
it down so readable so excellent about people read
it marian keyes this novel is perfection glamour a
coolly ironic look at modern womanhood this is an
excellent novel the times you know how we say we
devoured a story and also that we were consumed by
it eating and being eaten it was like that with
claire for me from humble beginnings therese has
let herself grow used to a life of luxury after



marrying into an empire building family but when
rumours of corruption gather around her husband s
latest development the social opprobrium is
shocking the fallout swift and therese begins to
look at her privileged and insular world with new
eyes in the flat below therese something else is
brewing her neighbour claire believes she s
discovered the secret to living with freedom and
authenticity freeing herself from the mundanity of
domesticity therese finds herself enchanted by the
lure of the permissive zone claire creates in her
apartment a place of ecstatic release all too
quickly therese is forced to confront herself and
her choices just how did she become this person
and what exactly should she do about it a
thoughtful intelligent novel about one woman s
search for more meaning good housekeeping

Lioness 2023-07-06
it was grand national weekend and cathy price had
just popped into a pub in the lake district to see
how her horse was doing a sign saying the red lion
alerted her to the fact that this was the most
common name for a pub in the uk i wonder if anyone
has ever visited them all she thought the name of
the pub was the red lion and so the quest began

The Red Lioness 2015-11-28
a small town murder leads to international
intrigue in this first class thriller from the new
york times bestselling master of scandinavian
crime the new york times book review inspector



kurt wallander returns in the second of henning
mankell s award winning internationally
bestselling detective novels this time to
investigate the execution style killing of a
swedish housewife the local police focus on a
determined stalker who s suddenly nowhere to be
found but when they finally catch up with their
prime suspect his alibi turns out to be airtight
digging deeper wallander discovers that the woman
s death is more complex and dangerous than a crime
of passion his search for the truth takes him far
from home and into the murky world of apartheid
era south africa where he uncovers a sinister
assassination plot soon the small town detective
finds himself in a high stakes tangle with the
south african secret service and a ruthless ex kgb
agent combining heart pounding suspense with
probing social commentary the white lioness is an
essential chapter in the addictive mystery series
that inspired the hit tv show wallander starring
kenneth branagh it is not hard to see why the
wallander books have made such an impact the times
literary supplement

The White Lioness 2011-05-10
yesterday in a case of mistaken identity a demon
murdered salem s best friend today that demon will
try to kill her tomorrow she intends to return the
favor transported to a place where the demon
reigns salem must fight for her life and the lives
of her friends chosen fifty generations before her
birth salem can hardly grasp the fate that demands
she confront evil incarnate face to face if she



survives the battle the demon s power will be
destroyed and the enchantment concealing her way
home will be broken if salem wins she doesn t know
how to return to the man she s grown to love

Lioness of the Lowlands
2022-10-07
those fable stories are funny komic and comical
and you will need a chair yon chèz pou chita to
sit down when the story will make you laugh lè li
pwal fè ou ri for you not to fall down pou ou pa
tombé the story takes place in the beautiful
country of haiti it has talking animals and
cunning fox cunning rat cunning hyena and a
cunning mischievous little boy who is mischievous
like the boy who cried wolf story and the people
in his town will teach him a lesson for him to
stop cunning be mischievous and trick them it has
black royalties like black haitian queens
empresses and princesses and beautiful dark skin
women with drop dead beauties that make all god s
creations falling in love with their grand beauty
and wonderful personalities those dark skin women
are the prettiest creations of all the dark skin
women in the story are strong fierce the greatest
fighters of all that no males can beat and the
dark skin women in the fable are feminine
coquettish and elegant the black empresses and the
queens always protect their beautiful kingdom
empire haiti from their enemies it also has the
black version of the three little pigs and the bad
wolf which is a black manman sheep beating and



protecting her ten little black lambs kids and her
from a bad cunning hyena who wants to eat them it
also has talking elegant mouses and one of them a
female black mouse that will help a black female
cat know a riddle answer in exchange for her
mouses and her freedom it also talks about a lazy
plow horse who won t work for his mistress who is
the most beautiful woman in the world and the plow
horse is being lazy all day and will get his act
together after he heard his mistress is going to
sell him to a man that will make him work harder
and will make him do harsh labors and won t
tolerate his laziness the story also will help
convey morals for black skinned women and little
girls that will help them throughout their lives
how to observe better their surroundings and make
choices that will be beneficial for them

Michaelle Alexandre Fables
Stories 2003-05-16
mccale gylfisen is a normal high school kid
getting ready to go to college dating the girl
next door and fighting with his sisters like two
of his cousins anders thorsen and peter ericksen
he joins the military to pay for school one of the
three using the assumed name kristoffer dragonne
joins a special inter branch military unit that
specializes in taking down terrorist groups
another cousin of the three boys kathe krieg is a
ruthless drug dealer and a terrorist an expert at
deception and disguise in her own right she
perceives kristoffer as a threat to her and her



family s line of business she makes it her mission
to track down kristoffer s real identity and take
him down in a series of events that spans several
years three continents and a family legend
kristoffer dragonne uses both his military skills
and personal knowledge to fend off an
international threat that is as close as his own
blood

The Dragonne and the Lioness
2011-08
in the face of human slavery back sword captain
ariela of kassouk must do the unthinkable rebel
against the mutant regime but she cannot do it
alone ariela suspects the king s death is no
accident and the tyrant who usurped the throne
looks guilty as hell as leader of the human
rebellion against their mutant rulers ariela is
desperate for help and lord starro the handsome
crown prince of the star children offers the
technology the human faction lacks but can ariela
trust a spoiled arrogant foreign prince who never
fought a battle and thinks he is destined to rule
the universe is she trading one tyrant for another
no matter how kind handsome or fascinating starro
has frightening mental abilities and this alliance
is not safe especially for ariela s heart

Chronicles of Kassouk Book Four:



Blue Lioness 2014-07-15
deep in the heart of africa lies the terrible
truth about a brutal death and the woman searching
for answers can t even imagine the consequences
exposing the truth will have on her own life
heading to nairobi cat hired the same safari
outfit her brother used and soon realizes that dan
campbell the man charged with joel s safety and a
man with his own demons to fight knows more than
he s saying about her brother s death retracing
her brother s footsteps across the rugged and
heartbreakingly beautiful terrain of africa cat
embarks on a journey that will change her life and
put her in the same kind of danger that got joel
killed

Lioness 2019-07-04
lioness my fighting spirit love family triumph
torn between two cultures australian and lebanese
silvana ghoussain defied the odds to make a stance
to show that chasing your dreams means taking
risks sometimes at great cost this is a true
account of one woman s determination to conquer a
male dominated world to discover her strength and
voice silvana ghoussain must beat the odds to
achieve her goals as a bodybuilder entrepreneur on
sydney s king street newtown and a boxing coach
when few women dared to enter the sport of boxing
not even a controlling father dangerous boyfriends
and jeopardised health can stop her silvana s
determination and strength transform her from
victim to victor in the story of her life lioness



my fighting spirit

Lioness: My Fighting Spirit
2023-09-26
alanna continues to create her own life as a
female warrior when she and new companions journey
to the roof of the world seeking the powerful
dominion jewel perhaps the last hope of saving her
country from dissension and hostile magic

Lioness Rampant 2023-07-28
kepner s selection shows the many ways fiction has
mirrored the lives of thai women over the
twentieth century the spectrum is broad
encompassing the young and the old the rural and
the cosmopolitan the privileged and the poor some
writers address previously unacceptable themes
female sexuality spousal abuse gender oppression
others display a scintillating sense of humor they
touch on many themes injustice the heartlessness
of society loneliness the difficult choices that
life presents susan kepner s lyrical faithful
translations preserve the tenor and resonances of
these voices many of which will be heard for the
first time by english speaking readers

The Lioness in Bloom 2015-03-15
revised edition april 2015 secure in his position
as the mighty prince warlock s son eighteen year
old basil is content with his solitary life of



study and magic he has a comfortable set of rooms
in his father s tower he has his books and scrolls
and he is perfectly happy until the warlockry
council summons him and their demands sets his
whole safe existence tottering scared and unsure
he decides to run and takes the first ship out of
town on board he meets yarwan the handsome
midshipman who awakens feelings he never knew
existed maud of the m brannoe at nineteen already
a mighty kell warrioress is about to graduate as a
lioness a special duty officer answering to her
queen and no one else the prince warlock asks her
to fetch a certain boy from a pirate town who
could be double for his son on their way back
someone sabotages their airship and the two find
themselves marooned in an ill reputed forest
together the young lioness and jurgis the
lookalike run for the coast and a ship home while
finding solace in each other s arms then the four
young people meet and basil learns of a spell that
might help him only the spell s creator the
infamous arrangh warlock disappeared nearly a
century ago when the four young people decide to
go looking for him they start on a path leading to
an old war and unsolved mysteries that will change
the world or kill them a spirited fantasy story of
high adventure sparkling humor and romantic love
in an alternate earth setting of tropical islands
pirates steamships and wyrms where both magic and
early modern technology flourish from the 5 review
at apocalypsebooked com bookreview lioness of kell
lioness of kell is a long read in the tradition of
high fantasy and it is worth every page of it if
you are looking for a fantasy book with diversity



in it then you should definitely check this out
you get poc main female character a disabled
character and a queer relationship from the 5
review at iheartreading net book tour book review
lioness of kell by paul e horsman i have to
applaud lioness of kell for having one of the most
diverse casts i ve ever come across in a fantasy
book here we see a female person of color in the
role of the protagonist and instead of jumping to
stereotypes maud is realistic genuine a regular
person with flaws and troubles from the 4 review
at booksandashes wordpress com from the world
building to the storytelling and its pace lioness
of kell is a great book that is different from so
many of the other books in the fantasy genre
recommend yes definitely i would be crazy not to
recommend a book that features a woc as the main
protagonist a character with a lame foot and a non
heterosexual relationship

Lioness of Kell 2014-02-26
in twelfth century ire a redheaded orphan is saved
by a legendary warrior trained by him she becomes
a legend herself amongst the villages of
scandinavia a land torn by inner wars one battle
sends scarlet on a course that brings her to john
the duke of agammar and her birth father and henry
his ward and only heir but not his son by blood
when she stays longer than planned she unwillingly
ruins someone s plan to get rid of henry and by
saving his life once she realizes their fates are
entwined and she must do all she can to save his
life even if it means losing her own



The Scarlet Lioness 2017-02-28
a hot new amos walker mystery by a master of the
hard boiled detective novel loren estleman is my
hero harlan coben new york times bestselling
author detroit entrepreneur carl fannon hires
walker to trace emil haas his partner whose sudden
disappearance has jeopardized their firm s plans
to purchase the historic sentinel building almost
immediately the missing man shows up and asks the
detective to meet him in the empty sentinel to
discuss a top secret concern walker complies only
to find not haas but fannon s suffocated corpse
locked in a basement vault when gwendolyn haas the
partner s adult daughter enters the picture the
client number rises to three including one missing
and one murdered but the worst is yet to come emil
haas s concern is that fannon s been buying up
depressed real estate on behalf of charlotte sing
the international fugitive walker knows only too
well as madam sing madam sing is believed to have
been executed in asia for capital crimes without
number but instead may be engaged in rebuilding
her fortune to relaunch her assault on
civilization at the publisher s request this title
is being sold without digital rights management
software drm applied

The Lioness Is the Hunter
2023-05-02
a murdered pharaoh an evil sorceress and three
lion shifter kings sanura would do whatever it



took to be the next queen of egypt even if it
meant marrying her younger half brother and waging
war on all of africa but when the pharaoh is
murdered and sanura blamed for the crime she
barely escapes the city with her life with nothing
and no one to help her sanura finds herself at the
mercy of a lion shifter african king one of egypt
s sworn enemies a man who would be better off with
her dead and he s not the only lion king she needs
to worry about the lioness of egypt is the first
full length reverse harem historical fantasy book
in the shifters of africa trilogy

The Lioness of Egypt 2020-03-01
homeless sofia waters arrives at a hospital
suffering from exhaustion and severe leg pain she
meets angela who works for a charity and tells her
story of being a once famous children s author who
lost everything when her family took advantage of
her financially sofia later meets a dying woman
named avril who gives her the key to her villa and
instructions to find a valuable diamond and have
it appraised by a certain person sofia sets out to
find the diamond appraiser but discovers that he
has been murdered she meets a man named jamie
jamieson who was the appraiser s business partner
and knows the identity of the killer together they
work to bring the killer to justice and expose a
nationwide cartel of diamond dealers who buy
diamonds from clients at undervalued prices and
sell them on the international market at much
higher prices with jamie s help and connections
the diamond is exhibited in galleries and museums



and the cradle of the white lioness avril s estate
becomes a place for street children and the
homeless sofia takes over running the cradle of
the white lioness and shares her experience with
the homeless young and old yana and timmy are two
of the children seeking refuge at sofia s shelter
yana was forced into an arranged marriage with her
older cousin but managed to escape with timmy s
help while at the shelter she becomes embroiled in
a string of puzzling dog killings to help solve
the case yana joins forces with detective jack
renna and over time the two develop a romantic
connection

The Cradle of the White Lioness
2022-06-07
england 1171 thomas becket is dead beheaded at the
altar of canterbury cathedral as news of his
assassination spreads across the country and into
europe henry s reputation as a just and mighty
king begins to disintegrate eleanor no longer
loyal nor in awe of her husband instigates the
revolt she has craved for years with henry s three
eldest sons as her allies against their father
yearning to dethrone him and to gain power and
liberty for herself she beings to stir trouble at
court but when henry discovers the plot will
eleanor be strong enough to withstand his outrage
the punishment for treason is death and what of
the empire they have built together can it survive
when the royal family are at each other s throats
the fourth book in the illustrious birth of the



plantagenets series delves into the feud between
the spouses eleanor of aquitaine and henry ii
painting the portrait of an empire steeped in
conflict treachery and wild gambling for power

The Lioness Wakes 2010-08-24
a luxurious african safari turns deadly for a
hollywood starlet and her entourage in this
riveting historical thriller from the new york
times bestselling author of the flight attendant
tanzania 1964 when katie barstow a list actress
and her new husband david hill decide to bring
their hollywood friends to the serengeti for their
honeymoon they envision giraffes gently eating
leaves from the tall acacia trees great swarms of
wildebeests crossing the mara river and herds of
zebra storming the sandy plains their glamorous
guests including katie s best friend carmen
tedesco and terrance dutton the celebrated black
actor who stars alongside katie in the highly
controversial film tender madness will spend their
days taking photos and their evenings drinking
chilled gin and tonics back at camp as the local
tanzanian guides warm water for their baths the
wealthy americans expect civilized adventure fresh
ice from the kerosene powered ice maker dinners of
cooked gazelle meat and plenty of stories to tell
over lunch back on rodeo drive what katie and her
glittering entourage do not expect is this a
kidnapping gone wrong their guides bleeding out in
the dirt and a team of russian mercenaries herding
them into land rovers guns to their heads as the
powerful sun gives way to night the gunmen shove



them into abandoned huts and katie barstow
hollywood royalty prays for a simple thing to see
the sun rise one more time a blistering story of
fame race love and death set in a world on the
cusp of great change the lioness is a vibrant
masterpiece from one of our finest storytellers

The Lioness 2008-10-06
tragedy and danger await all who are attached to
the possessions of the merchant marine adventurer
captain murray mccleod upon his death his will
requests the residence of his children jon and
sarah and niece jenna at his estate to categorize
the treasures that he has acquired during his
lifetime danger surrounds the innocent heirs on
two fronts the captain may have incurred the curse
of sekhmet an egyptian daughter of ra the sun god
through the disturbance of her resting place the
heirs are also targeted by unscrupulous investment
professionals who have knowledge of the value of
the estate and the treasures stored there they are
ruthless in their attempts to eliminate the heirs
a circle of death and destruction visits all of
those who interfere with the proper placement of
the ancient artifacts will the innocent heirs
escape the wrath of sekhmet will they elude the
hired killers in their quest for the ancient
objects of desire in time to find the one true
path toward safety and justice



The Eye of the Lioness 2021-10-07
adventure magic love and knights of the realm
collide in this delightfully witty tale this romp
through the land of king arthur is a gem school
library journal luneta is tired of living in dull
orkney with her mother and father who happens to
be the most boring knight of king arthur s round
table she prides herself on always getting what
she wants so when the opportunity presents itself
she jumps at the chance to stay at a family friend
s castle near camelot her handsome cousin sir
ywain a young knight seeking adventure arrives
just in time to escort her to king arthur s court
along the way they pick up a knight turned fool
named rhience whose wit and audacity set many a
puffed up personality in its place before arriving
at lady laudine s castle the trio stops at camelot
where they hear the story of the storm stone a
magical object deep in the forest that soon sweeps
everyone into a web of love betrayal and more than
a bit of magic filled with broken promises
powerful enchantresses unconventional sword fights
fierce and friendly lionesses mysterious knights
and damsels in and out of distress the lioness and
her knight proves itself as witty and
adventuresome as the rest of gerald morris s tales
from king arthur s court morris balances farce and
drama with ease and his main characters are
memorable sympathetic and frequently hilarious the
horn book clever funny and wise once again morris
brilliantly re animates an old story keeping
readers engaged while gently genially urging them
to ruminate over the truths at its heart kirkus



reviews

The Lioness & Her Knight 1894
colorful 6x9 120 page notebook emblazoned with the
joy lioness symbol spreading peace love and joy
across the globe

Joy- Lioness Notebook
Black/Metallic 2010-04-08
therians have lived beside humans since the
beginning and now their time is ending it is up to
karina a feline therian to teach and guide nick a
wolf therian all he needs to know before he can
save their people the task won t be as easy as she
thinks with nick balking at the start the
situation changes to where the two form a bond
that will carry them to the end after they leave
first home the magic bearing humans come out to
try and stop them from saving their race and bring
themselves into human view candace gauger is a
mother of two boys currently she lives in oklahoma
where much of her family is located as well much
of her spare time is spent enjoying writing
sketching and creating new characters for role
play or for story ideas she has an avid interest
in native americans some of which she has learned
appears in much of her writing her life is quiet
and simple amid the suburbanites of her hometown



Harper's Young People 1851
back to black amy winehouse s only masterpiece

Black Friday 1845
the hundred years war has begun she roams the
english channel striking from the shadows like a
wraith and the entire french navy is at risk the
lioness is thirsty for the blood of her enemy a
traitorous knight responsible for the fall of a
noble house in brittany as she captains her
infamous black fleet in pursuit of revenge a war
rages within her own heart for the piratess is the
author of a great deception she has rallied a king
and a strong crew to her cause and captured the
loyal heart of a hero is vengeance worth losing
what she sees in his eyes and what she s found in
his arms the moment she awoke under his protection
he felt drawn to her in a way he could not trust
or resist she was deadly and dangerously beautiful
but she needed his sword she lured him to the sea
like a siren and he vowed to protect her at all
costs when the truth comes to light in a sea of
blood and lust he is pinned between his love and
his king the knight s vow is put to the test and
he must make a sacrifice he must decide whether
his honor and courage can withstand all that is
required to claim the love of a lioness from the
court of england s king to the forests of france
they craft a danger greater than they could have
known and bury their brothers where legends are
made



A Cyclopedia of Biblical
Literature 1845
wilhelm bleek was fascinated by african languages
and set out to make sense of a complex and alien
bushman tongue at first lucy lloyd worked as his
assistant but soon proved to be so gifted a
linguist and empathetic a listener that she
created a monumental record of bushman culture
their informants were a colorful cast the teenager
a kunta taught bleek and lloyd their first bushman
words and sentences the wise old man and masterful
storyteller kabbo opened their eyes to a richly
imaginative world of myth and legend the young man
dia kwain explained traditional beliefs about
sorcery while his friend kasin spoke of bushman
medicines and poisons the treasures of bushman
culture were most fully revealed in conversations
with a middle aged man known as han kass o who
told of dances songs and the meaning of images on
rocks the human histories and relationships
involved in this unique collaboration across
cultures are explored in full for the first time
in this remarkable narrative
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